High-resolution calorimetric and optical melting profiles of DNA plasmids: resolving contributions from intrinsic melting domains and specifically designed inserts.
We demonstrate that differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) can be used to yield high-resolution melting profiles for DNA plasmids that agree in all major features with the corresponding plasmid melting profiles derived using more traditional optical techniques. We further demonstrate that by combining information derived from both calorimetric and optical melting profiles one can glean insights that are unavailable from either melting curve alone. By using both optical and calorimetric observables, we show how one can resolve, identify, and measure the thermodynamic properties of particular sequences/domains of interest within a plasmid. We also show that complementary DSC and optical melting studies on plasmids with and without specifically designed inserts can provide fundamental advantages over the corresponding melting studies on other model system constructs for thermodynamically characterizing nucleic acid sequences/structures.